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Decision 97-07-052 July 16, 1997 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE 

Application of Pacific Gas and ) 
Electl-ic Company for A\\thority to ) 
Adjust its Electric Rates Effective ) 
January 1, 1997, and for Commission ) 
Order Finding That Electric and Gas ) 
Operations During the Reasonableness ) 
Review Period from January 1, ,1995 ) 
to December 31, 1995 Were Prudent. ) 
------------------------------------) 

Application 96-04-001 
(Filed April 1, 1996) 

(See Decision 96-12-080 for Appearances.) 

SECOND INTERIM OPINION 

Summary 
The decision approves the treatment of electric 

operations reasonableness issues presented in an exhibit (joint 
exhibit) containing joint testimOny of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company (PG&E) and the Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA). The 
joint exhibit resolves almost ail 'electric operations 
reasonableness issues for the review period from January 1, 1995 to 
December 31, 1995. According to the joint exhibit, PG&E agrees to 
reduce its Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (EChC) balancing account 
by $15.9 million, and ORA agrees to compromise on certain issues 
set forth in its ECAC reaso~ableness testimony. 
Procedural Backgr~und 

On April 1, 1996, PG&E filed this application requesting 
authority to adjust its electric rates and for a reasonableness 
review of its electric and gas operations during 1995. Along with 
its application, PG&E filed its testimony and related workpapers in 
accol-dance with the rate case plan adopted in Decision 
(D.) 89-01-040. As requi"red by the rate case plan, on JUlie 11, 
1996, PG&E served its June Update and related workpapers, which 
updated PG&E's sales forecast, resource mix, gas costs, 
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qualifying facilities (QFs) expenses, and recorded balancing 
account balances. 

The Commission issued 0.96-12-030 in the forecast phase 
of this proceeding. This decision reviews the reasonableness of 
PG&Els electric 6perations for the year 1995. Review of PG&E's gas 
operations will be covered in a separate phase of this proceeding. 

ORA evaiuated the reasonableness of PG&S's operations and 
issued its report on November 27, 1996. PG&E filed its rebuttal 
testimony to ORAls. 

PG&E and ORA are the only active parties in this phase of 
the proceeding. 
Hearing 

In accordance with the adopted schedule for the 
reasonableness phase of this proceeding, Administrative Law Judge 
(AW) Garde convened a prehearing conference (PHC) on February 6, 
1997. Evidentiary hearing in the reasonableness review phase was 
held on February 27, 1997. The matter was submitted on 
February 28, 1997 upon receipt of the transcri.pt. 

At the PHC, PG&E stated that there were five outstanding 
issues between PG&E and ORA and that PG&E and ORA are attempting to 
resolve them. 
Resolution of the Issues 

The five outstanding issues between PG&E and ORA are: 
1. Economy energy sales and backdown order. 

2. 1990 Campbell fire. 

3. Electric direct refund of $49.7 million. 

4. Utility electric generation's (UEG) 
Transwestern contract charge. 

5. Yolo QF charge. 

During the evidentiary hearing, PG&E and ORA offered a 
joint exhibit (Exhibit 50) which contains joint recommendations 
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regarding resolution of the outstanding issues between PG&E and 

ORA. 
Other than the issues discussed in the joint exhibit, ORA 

recommends that the Commission find PG&E's electric operations fOi-

1995 to be reasonable. 
Following is a biief discussion of each issue. 

Economy Energy Sales and Backdown Order 
Economy enel'9Y is the enel'gy purchased by one utility 

from another when it is more cost-effective to buy energy than to 
generate it using the purchasing utiiity's own sYstem, given the 
available resource mix. Economy energy is nonfirm and is subject 
to interruption. PG&E both buys and sells economy energy. Because 
of good hydro conditions, during the 1995 record period, PG&E's 
economy energy sales were 532,266 megawatt-hours (Wrih). 

ORA contends that PG&E economy energy sales were 
unreasonable because PG&E made its econoiT\y energy sales dUl'ing 
hydro spill conditions, which is contrary to the terms of the 
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (Diablo Canyon) settlement 

agreement. 
The settlement agreement refers to the rate case 

settlement that adopted performance-based ratemakii19 instead of 
traditional cost-based ratemaking for Diablo Canyon. Paragraph 11 

of Appendix C of the settlement agreement provides the following: 
"PG&E shall have the right and obligation to 
purchase all Diablo Canyon output, except to 
during the hydro spill conditions. During 
hydro spill conditions, ratepayers shall not 
pay for Diablo Canyon output to the extent of 
the hydro spill. PG&E shall, however, have the 
right during such conditions to sell Diablo . 
output." 

The above provision of the settlement agreement prohibits PG&E from 
charging ratepayers for power generated at Diablo Canyon during 
hydro spill conditions. During hydro spill conditions, PG&E may 
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either backdown power production at Diablo Canyon or sell excess 
Diablo Canyon power output to entities other than"ratepayers. 

ORA contends that hydro spill conditions existed during 
1995 and that while PG&E was selling low-cost hydro energy off
system, it continued to charge ratepayers for more expensive power 
from Diablo Canyon. ORA recommends a disallowance of 
$13.2 million. 

ORA's predecessor, the Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
(DRA), made a similar recommendation in Application tA.) 94-04-002, 
for the reasonable review of PG&E's electric operations during the 
1993 record period. 

While PG&E disagrees with ORA's position regarding 
economy energy sales and backdown of power production at Diablo 
Canyon, it does not dispute the calculation of proposed 
disallowance at issue. 

A Commission decision is pending in A.94-04-002. PG&E 
recommends that the Commission defer ruling on PG&E's economy 
energy sales for the 1995 record period until the Commission rules 4t 
on the same issue in A.94-04-002. 

ORA and PG&E agree that the policy adopted regarding this 
issue in A.94-04-002 be applied in this proceeding. 
Campbell Fire 

In PG&E's 1991 record year ECAC proceeding (A.92-04-001) 
the Commission deferred consideration of PG&E's responsibility and 
liability for a 120-acre fire which occurred in August 1990 (the 
Campbell fire). The California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection (CDF) brought a lawsuit against PG&E alleging that 
"PG&E's failu:t"e to maintain prope:t- clearance of vegetation from 
around a transmission line resulted in the discharge of electricity 
to the tree. This caused the tree and vegetation to ignite." 

The Commission issued D.94-03-074 in A.92-04-001. 
conclusion of Law 4 of that decision states that: 

"The reasonableness of PG&E's operation of its 
intertie involved in the 1990 Campbell fire 
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should be addressed in a future reasonableness 
proceeding following resolution of the lawsuit 
brought by the Califol"nia Department of 
Forestry and Fh.'e Protection." 

PG&E l"eached a settlement with CDF in August 1994. ORA 
contends that since the CDF lawsuit has been settled, PG&E should 
have addressed the reasonableness of its actions in connection with 
the transmission intertie involved in the Campbeil fire in this 
proceeding. 

PG&E states that while the CDF lawsuit has been settled, 
there are other lawsuits1 brought against PG&E in connection with 
the Campbell fire •. PG&E recommends that a review of PG&E's actions 
in connection with the Campbell fire be deferred until the 
currently pending lawsuits are resolved. 

In the joint exhibit, ORA agrees with PG&E that this 
issue should be deferred. However, PG&E and ORA disagree on where 
the issue should he addressed. ORA states that the underlying 
issue is PG&E's prUdel\Ce in its tree trimming pi.-actice and 
recommends that the reasonableness review of PG&E's operations of 
its interties be consolidated with the tree trimming issue in 
PG&E's 1999 generai rate case. PG&E recommends that the operation 
of the intertie affected by the Campbell fire be addressed in an 
electric reasonableness proceeding subsequent to resolution of 
outstanding litigation and claims. PG&E agrees that ORA is free to 
raise appropriate base revenue issues related to the campbell fire 
in the 1999 genel'al rate case; however, PG&E disagrees with ORA's 
proposal to consolidate electric reasonableness issues in the 1999 

general rate case. 

1 The United States Government has filed a claim associated with 
the Campbell fire for $3 million. Also, the California State 
Automobile Association is requesting $18,000 for damage caused by 
the fire to one of its buildings. 
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In D.94-03-074, the Commission has concluded that this 
issue should be addressed in a future reasonableness proceeding. 
Accordingly, we expect this issue to be addressed in a 
reasonableness proceeding. However, ORA may raise any base revenue 
issues related to the Campbell fire in PG&E's 1999 general rate 
case. 
Electric Direct Refund of $49.7 Million 

ORA recommends that PG&B refund $49.7 million of 
disallowance related to UEG's pOrtion of Canadian gas purchases for 
the 1988-1990 periOd directly to the ratepayers. 

On December 9, 1996, the Commission issued D.96-12~025, 
which ordered the electric utilities to establish electric deferred 
refund accounts (BDRA) to refund any reasonableness disallowances 
directly to the customers, replacing the then-existing practice of 
crediting refunds to utility balancing accounts. Pursuant to that 
order, PG&B has established its BDRA and placed the disallowance at 
issue in that account, thus making ORA's recommendation moot. ~ 

In the joint exhibit, ORA agrees that this issue is moot. .., 
UEG's Transwestern Contract Charges 

On July 13, 1990, PG&E signed an agreement with 
Transwestern Pipeline Company (Trahswestern) to enter into a 15-

year contract for firm gas transportation capacity on 
Transwestern's mainline expansion and the San Juan Lateral. The 
Commission, in D.95-1~-046t found that PG&E's action in entering 
into its contract with Transwestern was unreasonable. D.95-12-046 

disallowed PG&E recovery of the cost associated with the 
Transwestern contract for 1992 and for each subsequent year of the 
IS-year contract "--unless it establishes in a reasonableness 
filing that customers to whom it would allocate these costs have 
received, or will receive, benefits directly attributable to the 
subscription that outweigh the requested cost recovery." (Ordering 
Paragraph 3, D.95-12-046.) 
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Since 0.95-12-046 was not issued until December 1995, 
PG&B has booked $20.8 million related the Transwe~tern contract in 
its ECAC balancing account. However, PG&B has not recoVered these 
booked costs in rates. 

In a related matter, on August 21, 1996, ORA atld PG&B 
entered into the Gas Accord settlement Agreement. In summary, the 
Gas Accord is a proposal to significantly restructure the way PG&E 
provides natural gas to California consumers by increasing 
competition and customer choice. The Gas Accord settles all major 
outstanding gas regulatory iSs,:!es. The Gas Accord is a negotiated 
compt-omiseon a number' of issues related t'o many proceedings, 
including the issue of the Transwestern contract. The Gas Accord 
is being addressed in A.92-12-043 et ai. The Commission has not 
issued its decision on the Gas Accord. 

ORA recommends that if the Gas Accord is adopted, PG&E be 
directed to remove a net amount of $15.9 million of UEG costs 
associated with the Transwestern contract from its ECAC balancing 
account. 

If the Gas Accord is not approved by the Commission, ORA 
recommends that this issue be addressed in the reasonableness 
review of PG&E'$ gas operations. 

In the joint exhibit, PG&B agrees with ORA's 
recommendation. 
Yolo OF Contract 

PG&E had a long-term Power Purchase Agreement for energy 
and capacity with Yolo Energy Partners, Inc. (Yolo Energy) 
regarding the Yolo landfill project facility. 

In mid-1992 (PG&E has no exact record), PG&B orally 
agreed to modify the terms of the PPA by extending the probationary 
period for Yolo Energy. 

While PG&E admits that it failed to memorialize in 
writing its decision to extend the probationary period, PG&E 
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asserts that the oral mOdification of the tel-rns of the probationary 
period was made in accordance with the terms of the PPA. 

In meetings and discussions with ORA, PG&E has indicated 
that the extension of time it granted Volo Energy was influenced by 
"Yolo's new owners I urgent need to pel.-form deferred maintenance and 

repairs." 
While ORA is unable to quantify the amount of 

disallowance associated with PG&E's oral modification of a written 
contract, ORA recommends that the Commission find that the practice 
of modifying terms of QFcontra.cts by oral agreement is imprudent. 
ORA also recommends that the" commission explicitly prohibit PG&E 
from such action in the future. 

During the 1995 review period PG&E terminated its PPA 
with Yolo energy through a buyout. 

In the " joint exhibit, PG&E agrees that its action of 
modifying a written contract by ot.-al agreement was imprudent. ORA 
and PG&E agree that exteJlsion of probation granted to Yolo Energy 
was prudent. ORA and PG&E also agree that PG&E's buyout of its PPA 
with Volo Energy was reasonable. 
special Electric MemOrandum Account 

In addition to the issues discussed in the joint exhibit, 
PG&E requests that it be allowed to eliminate the special electric 
memorandum account established by Commission Resolution 8-3017 
dated January 28, 1987. Resolution 8-3017 required that PG&E 
calculate and submit a memorandum account for its special electric 
agreements until the reasonableness of these agreements could be 
reviewed. 

PG&E and ORA agree that this requirement should be 
eliminated since the agreements have been reviewed in previous ECAC 
pl"oceedings. We will eliminate this requirement. 
Comments on ALJ's Proposed Decision 

ALJ's proposed decision was filed and mailed to the 
parties on May 15, 1997. PG&E and ORA have filed comments and 
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reply comments on the P!oposed decision. 
have modified the decision to: (1) find 
in 1995 to have been reasonable with the 

Based on the comrr,ents we 
PG&E's electric operations 
pOssible exceptiol} of 

issues deferred to either a later phase of this proceeding or to 
another proceeding; (2) clarify portions of the decision setting 
forth PG&E's position on various issues; (3) correct the 
description of the 'Commission's previous decision on the 
Transwestern, issue; and (4) eliminate the special electric 
memorandum account. 
Findings of Fact 

1. PG&E and ORA are the only active parties in the 
reasonableness review phase of the proceeding. 

2. ORA agrees that, with the exception of those issues 
discussed in the joint exhibit sponsored by PG&E and ORA, PG&E's 
operation of its electric'sYstem in calendar year 1995 was 
reasonable. 

3. ORA contends that PG&E was imprudent in making economy 
energy sales during the 1995 record period and recommends a 
disallowance of $13.2 million. 

4. ORA's predecessor, DRA, made a similar recommendation 
regarding economy energy sales in A.94-04-002. 

5. The Commission has not issued a decision in A.94-04-002. 
6. While PG&E disagrees with ORA's position on the 

recommended disallowance regarding economy energy sales, it does 
agree with ORA's calculation that $13.2 million is the amount at 

issue. 
7. ORA and PG&E agree that the resolution of the issue of 

economy energy sales should be deferred until the Commission rules 
on the same issue in A.94-04-002. 

8. ORA and PG&E agree that resolution of the issue related 
to the Campbell fire shoUld be deferred until the currently pending 
lawsuits against PG&E in connection with that fire are resolved. 
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9. ORA recommends that the issues related to the Campbell 
fire be consolidated with the tree trimming issue in PG&E's 1999 
general rate case. 

10. PG&E l"ecornmends that the issues related to the Campbell 
fire be resolved in a future reasonableness review proceeding. 

11. PG&E is not opposed to resolution of any base revenue 
issues related to the Campbell fire in its 1999 general rate case. 

12. The Commission, inD.94-03-074, has concluded that the 
issues related to the Campbell fire should be resolved in a future 
reasonableness proceeding. 

13. In its report on the reasonableness of PG&E's electric 
operations, ORA had recommended that PG&E should refund directly to 
the ratepayers the $49.1 million of disallowance related to UEO'S 
pOrtion of Canadian gas purchases. 

14. ORA and PG&E agree that because of the establishmettt of 
EDRA by D.96-12-025, the issue of direct refund to ratepayers of 
the disallowance related to UEO's pOrtion of gas purchases is mOot. 

15. ORA and PG&E agree that if the Commission adopts the Gas 4It. 
Accord in A.92-12-043 et al., PG&E should remove from its ECAC 
balancing account a net amount of $15.9 million of UEO costs 
associated with the Transwestern contract. 

16. If the Gas Accord is not adopted by the Commission, ORA 
recommends that the issue of Transwestern contract be addressed in 
the reasonableness review of PG&E's gas operations. 

17. PG&E orally agreed to extend the 15-month probationary 
period for the QF contract with Yolo Energy. 

18. ORA believes that PG&E acted prudently in modifyirtg the 
performance requirements for the Yolo Energy project. PG&E agrees 
with ORA that it should have memorialized its oral agreement to 
extend the probationary period f01~ the QF contract with Yolo 
Ene1"gy. 

19. ORA recommends that PG&E should be directed not to modify 
written QF contracts through an oral agreement. 
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20. ORA and PG&E agree that the Power Purchase Agreement 
buyouts and amendments in 1995 and future payments under those 
agreements were prudent and are recoverable. 

21. ORA and PG&E agree that the special electric memorandum 
account established by Commission Resolution E-3017, dated January 
28, 1987, should be discontinued. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. PG&E's electric operations in calendar year 1995 were 
reasonable with the possible exception of those issues we are 
deferring to a future phase of this application or to another 
proceeding. 

2. Resolution of the issue of economy energy sales should be 
deferred until the Commission rules on the issue in A.94-04-002. 

3. The issues related to the Campbell fire shoUld be 
addressed in a future reasonableness review following the 
resolution of the currently pending law~uits against PG&E in 
connection with the fire. 

4. ORA should be allowed to raise any base reVenue issues 
related to the campbell fire in PG&E's 1999 general rate case. 

5. If the Commission approves the Gas Accord in A.92-12-043 
et al., PG&E should be directed to remove a net of $15.9 million 
from its ECAC balancing accoUnt. 

6. PG&E should be directed to keep a written record of any 
material modifications to written OF contracts, either through 
written amendments or other written records. 

7. The Purchase Power Agreements that PG&E restructured in 
1995 and all future year payments specified in those agreements are 
reasonable, prudent, and recoverable in EeAC, or any other cost 
recovery ratemaking mechanism that may be in effect in the future 
to recover PG&E's QF power purchase costs. 
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8. The requirement to maintain the special electric 
memorandum account established by Commission Resoiution 8-3011, 
dated January 28, 1981, should be eliminated. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. The reasonableness of Pacific Gas and Electric Company's 

(PG&E) action in connection with economy energy sales during the 
1995 record period shall be addressed after the Commission has 
ruled on a similar issue in Application (A.) 94-04-002, for the 
1993 record period. 

2. The reasonableness of PG&E's action in connection with 
the 1990 Campbell fire shall be addressed in a future 
reasonableness review proceeding following the resolution of the 
lawsuits brought against PG&E in connection with fire. 

3. If the commission adopts the Gas Accord which is being 
addressed in A.92-12-043 et al., PG&E shall remove $15.9 million 
from its Energy Cost Adjustment Clause balancing account. 

4. PG&E shall not modify its contracts with qualifying 
facilities through an oral agreement. 
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5. PG&E need not continue to maintain ~nd submit for 
reasonableness review the special electric memorandum account 
established by Commission Resolution &-3017, dated January 28, 

1987. 
This order becomes effective 30 days from today. -
Dated July 16, 1997, at San Francisco, California. 
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(See Decision 96-12-080 for Appearances.) 

SECOND INTERIM OPINION 

summary 
The decision approves the treatment of electric 

operations t-easonableness issues presented in an exhibit (joint 
exhibit) containing joint testimony of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company (PG&E) and the Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA). The 
joint exhibit resolves almOst all electric operations 
reasonableness issues for the review period from January 1, 1995 to 
December 31, 1995. According to the joint eXhibit, PG&E agrees to 
reduce its Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) balancing account 
by $15.9 million, and ORA agrees to compromise on certain issues 
set forth in its ECAC reasb~ableness testimony. 
Procedural Background 

On April 1, 1996, PG&E filed this application requesting 
authority to adjust its electric rates and for a reasonableness 
review of its electric and gas operations during 1995. Along with 
its application, PG&E filed its testimony and related workpapers in 
accordance with the rate case plan adopted in Decision 
(D.) 89-01-040. As required by the rate case plan, on June 11, 

1996, PG&E se1-ved its June Update and related \o,'orkpapers, which 
updated PG&E's sales forecast, resource mix, gas costs, 
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qu~lifying facilities (QFs) expenses, and recorded balancing 
account balances. 

The Commission issued D.96-12-030"in the forecast phase 
of this proceeding. This decision reviews the reasonableness of 
PG&E's electric operations for the year 1995. Review of PG&E's gas 
opel.-ations will be covei.-ed in a separate phase of this proceeding. 

ORA evaluated the reasonableness of PG&E's operations and 
issued its report on November 27, 1996. PG&E filed its rebuttal 
testimony to ORA'~. 

PG&E and ORA are the only active parties in this phase of 
the proceeding. 
Hearing 

In accordance with the adopted schedule for the 
reasonableness phase of this proceeding, Administrative Law Judge 
(ALJ) Garde convened a prehearing conference (PMC) on February 6, 
1997. Evidentiary heai.-ing in the l."easonableness review phase was 
held on February 27, 1997. The matter was submitted on 
February 28, 1997 upon receipt of the transcript. 

At the PRe, PG&E stated that there were five outstanding 
issues between PG&E and ORA and that PG&E and ORA are attempting to 
resolve them. 
Resolution of the Issues 

The five outstanding issues between PG&E and ORA are: 
1. Economy energy sales and backdown order. 

2. 1990 Campbell fire. 

3. Electric direct refund of $49.7 million. 

4. Utility electric generation's (UEG) 
Transwestern contract charge. 

5. Yolo QF charge. 

During the evidentiary hearing, PG&E and ORA offered a 
joint exhibit (Exhibit SO) which contains joint recommendations 
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regarding resolution of the outstanding issues between PG&E and 

ORA. 
Other than the issues' discussed in the' joint exhibi t, ORA 

recommends that the commission find PG&E's electric operations for 
1995 to be reasonable. 

Following is a brief discussion of each issue. 
Economy Energy Sales and Backdown Order 

(, 

Economy energy is the'energy purchased by one utility 
fl,"om another when it is ffiOl"e cost'-effective to buy energy than to 
genel.'ate it using the purchasing utility's oWh system, given the 
available resource mix. Economy energy is nonfirm and is subject 
to interruption. PG&E both buys and sells 'economy energy. Because 
of good hydro conditions, during the 1995 record period, PG&E's 
economy energy sales were 532,266 megawatt-hours (MWh). 

ORA contends that PG&E economy energy sales were 
unreasonable because PG&E made its economy energy sales dtii.-ing 
hydro spill conditions, which 1s contrary to the terms of the 
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (Diablo Canyon) settlement 

agreement. 
The settlement agreement refers to the rate case 

settlement that adopted performance-based ratemaking instead ,of 
traditional cost-based ratemaking for Diablo canyon. Paragraph 11 
of Appendix C of the settlement agreement provides the following: 

"PG&E shall have the right and obligation to 
purchase all Diablo Canyon output, except to 
during the hydro spill conditions. During 
hydro spill conditions, ratepayers shall not 
pay for Diablo Canyon output to the extent of 
the hydro spill. PG&E shall, however, have the 
right during such conditions to sell Diablo ' 
output." 

The above provision of the settlement agreement prohibits PG&E from 
charging ratepayers for power generated at Diablo Canyon during 
hydro spill conditions. During hydro spill conditions, PG&E may 
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either backdown power production at Diablo Canyon or sell eXcess 
Diablo Canyon power output to entities other than·ratepayers. 

ORA contends that hydro spill conditions existed during 
1995 and that while PG&E was selling low-cost hydro energy off-
system, it continued 
from Diablo Canyon. 
$13.2 million. 

to charge ratepayers for more expensive power 
ORA recorr~ends a disallowance of 

ORA's predecessor, the Division of RatepaYer Advocates 
(DRA)I made a similar recommendation in Application (A.) 94-04-002, 
for the reasonable review of PG&E1s electric operations during the 
1993 record period. 

While PG&E disagrees with ORA'S position regarding 
economy energy sales and backdown 6f power production at Diablo 
Canyon, it does not dispute the calculation of propOsed 
disallowance at issue. 

A Commission decision is pending in A.94-04~002. PG&E 
recommends that the Cowmission defer ruling on PG&E's'economy 
energy sales for the 1995 record period until the Commission rules tt 
on the same issue in A.94-04-002. 

ORA and PG&:S agree that the poi icy adopted regarding this 
issue in A.94-04-002 be applied in this proceeding. 
Campbell Fire 

In PG&E1s 1991 record year ECAC proceeding (A.92-04-001) 
the Commission deferred consideration of PG&S's responsibility and 
liability for a 120-acre fire which occurred in August 1990 (the 
Campbell fire). The California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection (CDF) brought a lawsuit against PG&E alleging that 
IJPG&S's failure to maintain proper clearance of vegetation from 
around a transmission line resulted in the discharge of electricity 
to the tl-ee. This caused the tree and vegetation to ignite. 1I 

The commission isslled 0.94':'03-074 in A.92-04-001. 
Conclusion of La",' 4 of that decision states that: 

liThe reasonableness of PG&E's operation of its 
intertie involved in the 1990 Campbell fire 
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should be addressed in a future reasonableness 
proceeding followi~9 resolution of the lawsuit 
brought by the Callfornia Department of 
Forestry and Fire Protection." 

PG&E reached a settlement with CDF in August 1994. ORA 

contends that since the CDF lawsuit has been settled, PG&E should 
have addressed the reasonableness of its actions in connection with 

the transmission intertie involved in the Campbell fire in this 

proceeding. 
PG&E states that while the CDF lawsuit has been settled, 

thel.-e are other lawsui.tsl brought agai.nst PG&E in connection with 
the Campbell fire. PG&E recommends that a review of PG&S'S actions 

in connection with the Campbell fire be deferred until the 

currently pending lawsuits are resolved. 
In the joint exhibit, ORA agrees with PG&E that this 

issue should be deferred. However, PG&E and ORA disagree on where 
the issue should be addressed. ORA states that the underlying 

issue is PGStS's prudence in its tree trimming practice and 
recommends that the reasonableness review of PG&E's operations of 

its interties be consolidated with the tree trimming issue in 
PG&E's 1999 general rate case. PG&E recommends that the operation 

of the intertie affected by the Campbell fire be addressed in an 

electric reasonableness proceeding subsequent to resolution of 
outstanding litigation and claims. PG&E agrees that ORA is free to 
raise appropriate base revenue issues related to the Campbell fire 

in the 1999 general rate case; however, PG&E disagrees with ORA's 

proposal to consolidate electric reasonableness issues in the 1999 

general rate case. 

1 The United States Government has filed a claim associated with 
the Campbell fire for $) million. Also, the California State 
Automobile Association is requesting $18,000 for damage caused by 
the fire to one of its buildings. 
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In 0.94-03-074, the Commission has concluded that this 
issue should be addressed in a future r~asonableness proceeding. 
Accordingly, \om expect this issue to be addressed in a 
reasonableness proceeding. However, ORA may raise any base revenue 
issues related to the Campbell fire in PG&E's 1999 general rate 
case. 
~lectric oirect Refund of $49.7 Miilion 

ORA recommends that PG&E refund $49.7 million of 
disallowance related to UEG's portion of Canadian gas purchases for 
the 1988-1990 period directly to the ratepayers, 

On December 9, 1996, the Commission issued D.96~12-025, 
which ordered the electric utilities to establish electric deferred 
refund accounts (EDRA) to refund any reasonableness disallowances 
dh-ectly to the customers, replacing the theIl-existing practice of 
crediting refunds to utility balancing accounts. Pursuant to that 
order, PG&E has established its RDRA and placed the disallowance at 
issue in that account, thus making ORA's recommendation moot. 

In the joint exhibit, ORA agrees that this issue is moot. ~ 
UEG's Transwestern Contract Charges 

On July 13, 1990, PG&E signed an agreement with 
Transwestern pipeline Company (Transwestern) to enter into a 15-
year contl-act fOl': firm gas transpOrtation capacity on 
Transwestern's mainline expansion and the San Juan Lateral. The 
Commission, in 0.95-12-046, found that PG&E's action in entering 
into its contract with Transwestet-n was unreasonable. 0.95-12-046 
disallowed PG&E recovery of the cost associated with the 
Transwestern contract for 1992 and for each subsequent year of the 
15-year contl'act "- -unless it establishes in a reasonableness 
filing that customers to Whom it would allocate these costs have 
received, or will receive, benefits directly attributable to the 
SUbscription that outweigh the requested cost recovery," (Ordering 
Paragraph 3, D.95-12-046.1 
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Since D.95-12-046 was not issued until December 1995, 
PG&E has booked $20.8 million related the Transwestern contract in 
its ECAC balancing account. However, PG&E has not recovered these 
booked costs in rates. 

In a related matter, on August 21, 1996, ORA and PG&E 
entered into the Gas Accord Settlement Agreement. In summary, the 
Gas Accord' is a proposal to significantly restructure the way PG&E 
provides natural gas to California consumers by increasing 
competition and customer choice. The Gas Accord seltles all major 
outstanding gas regulatory issues. The Gas Accord is a negotiated 
compromise 6n a number of issues related to many proceedings, 
including the issue of the Transwestern contract. The Gas Accord 
is being addressed in A.92-12-043 et ale The Commission has not 
issued its decision on the Gas Accord. 

ORA reco~~ends that if the Gas Accord is adopted, PG&B be 
directed to remove a net amount of $15.9 million of UEG costs 
associated with the Transwestern contract from its BCAC balancing 
account. 

If the Gas Accord is not approved by the Commission, ORA 
l.-ecomme'nds that this issue be addressed in the reasonableness 
review of PG&E's gas operations. 

In the joint exhibit, PG&E agrees with ORA's 
recommendation. 
Yolo QF Contract 

PG&E had a long-term Power Purchase Agreement for energy 
and capacity with Yolo Energy Partners, Inc. (Yolo Energy) 
regarding the Yolo landfill project facility. 

In mid-1992 (PG&E has no exact record), PG&E orally 
agreed to modify. the terms of the PPA by extending the probationary 
period for Yolo Energy. 

While PG&E admits that it failed to memorialize in 
writing its decision to extend the probationary period, PG&E 
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asserts that the oral modification of the terms of the probationary 
period was made in accordance with the terms of the PPA. 

In meetings and discussions with ORA, PG&E has indicated 
that the extension of time it granted Yolo Energy was influenced by 
"Yolo I s new owners I urgent need to perfol.-m deferred maintenance and 
repairs. If 

While ORA is unable to quantify the amount of 
disallowance associated with PG&8's oral modification of a written 
contract, ORA recommends that the Commission find that the practice 
of modifying terms of QF contracts by oral agreement is imprudent. 
ORA also recommends that the Commission explicitly prohibit PG&E 
from such action in the future. 

During the 1995 review period PG&E terminated its PPA 
with Yolo energy through a buyout. 

In the joint exhibit, PG&E agrees that its action of 
modifying a written contract by oral agreement was imprudent. ORA 
and PG&E agree that extension of probation granted to Yolo Energy ~ 

was prudent. ORA and PG&E also agree that PG&E's buyout of its PPA .. 
with Yolo Energy was reasonable. 
special Electric Memorandum Account 

In addition to the issues discussed in the jOint exhibit, 
PG&E requests that it be allowed to eliminate the special electric 
memorandum account established by Commission Resolution E-3017 
dated Janual-Y 28, 1987. Resolution 8-3017 required that PG&E 
calculate and submit a memorandum account for its special electric 
agreements until the reasonableness of these agreements could be 
reviewed. 

PG&8 and ORA agree that this requirement should be 
eliminated since the agreements have been l.·eviewed in previous ECAC 
proceedings. We will eliminate this requirement. 
Comments on ALJ's Proposed Decision 

AW's pl-oposed decision was filed and mailed to the 
parties on May 15, 1997. PG&E and ORA have filed comments and 
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reply comments on the proposed decision. Based on the comments we 
have modified the decision to: (1) find PG&E's electl.'ic opel:ations 
in 1995 to have been reasonable with the possible exception of 
issues deferted to either a later phase of this proceeding or to 
another proceeding; (2) clarify portions of the decision setting 
forth PG&E's position on various issues; (3) correct the 
description of the Commission's previous decision on the 
Transwestern issue; and (4) eliminate the special electric 
memorandum account. 
Findings of Fact 

1. PG&E and ORA are the only active parties in the 
reasonableness review phase of the proceeding. 

2. ORA agrees that, with the exception of those issues 
discussed in the joint exhibit sponsored by PG&E and ORA, PG&E's 
operation of its electric system in calendar year 1995 was 
reasonable. 

3. ORA contends thatPG&E was imprudent in making economy 
energy sales during the 1995 record period and recommends a 
disallowance of $13.2 million. 

4. ORA's predecessor, DRA, made a similar reco~T.endation 
regarding economy energy sales in A.94-04-o02. 

5. The Commission has not issued a decision in A.94-04-002. 

6. While PG&E disagrees with ORA's position on the 
recommended disallowance regarding economy energy sales, it does 
agree with ORA's calculation that $13.2 million is the amount at 
issue. 

7. ORA and PG&E agree that the resolution of the issue of 
economy energy sales shoUld be deferred tintil the co~~ission rules 
on the same issue in A.94-04-002. 

S. ORA and PG&E agree that resolution of the issue related 
to the Campbell fire should be deferred until the currently pending 
lawsuits against PG&E in connection with that fire are resolved. 
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9 •. ORA recommends that the issues related to the Campbell 
fire be consolidated with the tree trimming issue in PO&E's 1999 
general rate case. 

10. PG&E recommends that the issues related to the Campbell 
fire be resolved in a future reasonableness review proceeding. 

11. PO&E is not opposed to resolution of any base reVenue 
issues related to the Campbell fire in its 1999 general rate case. 

12. The Commission, in 0.94-03-074, has concluded that the 
issues related to the Campbell fire should be resolved in a future 
reasonableness proceeding. 

13. In its report on the reasonableness of PG&8's electric 
operations, ORA had recommended that PG&E should refund directly to 
the ratepayers the $49.7 million of disallowance related to URO's 
portion of Canadian gas purchases. 

14. ORA and PG&E agree that because of the establishment of 
RoRA by 0.96-12-025, the issue of direct l.-efund to l.-atepayers of 
the disallowance related to UEO's portion of gas purchases is moot. 

15. ORA and PG&E agree that if the Commission adopts the Gas 
Accord in A.92-12-043 et al., PG&E should remove from its ECAC 
balancing account a net amount of $15.9 million of UEO costs 
associated with the Transwestern contract. 

16. If the Gas Accord· is not adopted by the Commission, ORA 

recommends that the issue of Transwestern contract be addressed in 

the reasonableness review of PG&E's gas operations. 
1? PG&E orally agreed to extend the is-month probationary 

period for the QF contract with Yolo Enel-gy. 
18. ORA believes that PG&E acted prudently in modifying the 

performance requirements for the Yolo Energy project. PG&E agrees 
with ORA that it should have memorialized its oral agreement to 
extend the probationary period for the QF contract with Yolo 
Energy. 

19. ORA recommends that PG&E should be directed not to modify 
written QF contracts through an oral agreement. 
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20. ORA and PG&E agree that the Power Purchase Agreement 
buyouts and amendments in 1995 and future payments under those 
agreements were prudent and are recoverable. 

21. ORA and PG&E agree that the special electric memorandum 
account established by commission Resolution 8-30176 dated January 
28, 1987, should be discontinued. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. PG&E's electric operations in calendar year 1995 were 
reasonable with the possible exception of those issues we aloe 
deferring to a future phase of this application or to another 
proceeding. 

2. Resolution of the issue 6f economy energy sales should be 
deferred until the Commission rules on the issue in A.94-04-002. 

3. The issues related to the Campbell fil·e should be 
addressed in a future reasonableness review following the 
resolution of the currently pending lawsuits against PG&E in 
connection with the fh.-e. 

4. ORA shOUld be allowed to raise any base revenue issues 
related to the Campbell fire in PG&E's 1999 general rate case. 

5. If the Commission approves the Gas Accord in A.92-12-043 

et al., PG&E should be dil'ected to remove a net of $15.9 million 
from its RCAC balancing account. 

6. PG&E shOUld be directed to keep a written record of any 
material modifications to written QF cOntracts, either through 
written amendments or other written records. 

7. The Purchase Power Agreements that PG&E restructured in 
1995 and all future year payments specified in those agreements are 
reasonable, prudent, and recoverable in ReAC, or any other cost 
recovery ratemaking mechanism that may be in effect in the future 
to recover PG&E's QF power purchase costs. 
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8. The requirement to maintain the special electric 
memorandum account established by Commission Resoiution 8-3017, 

dated January 28, 1987, should be eliminated. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED thatz 
1. The reasonableness of Pacific Gas and Electric Company's 

(PG&E) action in connection with economy energy sales during the 
1995 record period shall be addressed after the Commission has 
ruled on a similar issue in Application (A.) 94-04-002, for the 
1993 record period. 

2. The reasclJlableness of PG&E's action in connection with 
the 1990 campbell fire shall be addressed in a future 
reasonableness review proceeding following the resolution of the 
lawsuits brought against PG&E in connection with fire. 

3. If the Commission adopts the Gas Accord which is being 
addressed in A.92-12-043 et al., PG&E shall remoVe $15.9 million 
from its Energy Cost Adjustment Clause balancing account_. 

4. PG&E shall not modify its conti..·acts with qualifying 
facilities through an oral agreement. 
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5. PG&E need not continue to maintain and submit for 
reasonableness review the special electric memorandum account 
established by Commission Resolution £-3017, dated January 28, 

1987. 
This order becomes effective 30 days from today. 
Dated July 16, 1997, at san Francisco, California. 
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